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DOCK E30
Airsound™ Technology

A powerhouse of technology poised
to take the audio world by storm
London, UK - British company, Orbitsound, is set to take the audio world by storm
with the release of its newest speaker, The Dock E30. This is the latest product to
deliver on Orbitsound’s mission: To provide consumers with a true stereo audio
experience through Airsound technology, becoming the audio centrepiece of every
home.
The thing that really sets the Dock apart from its competitors is Airsound™. This
technology cannot be found in any other speakers. Invented by Orbitsound founder
Ted Fletcher in 2005, it is dubbed the third progression in audio reproduction.
Airsound eliminates the limitations of left and right stereo sound reproduction. It
gives you a true, consistent stereo sound field regardless of where you listen from
in relation to the speaker (overcoming the need for the listener to be located in a
sweet spot). It is the audio delivery system for all of Orbitsound’s products.
In the Dock, Airsound is augmented with ‘Halo’ patented unified bass for class
leading audio performance. The speaker is packed with technology focused on
mobile devices and streamed audio content. Devices are catered for with high
performance USB-C charging, Qi wireless charging, and a useful multi device
‘groove’ that gives you convenient placement for almost any device. From the
inside out the Dock E30 has been designed to become the audio hub of the home.

Ted Fletcher has been at the heart of the professional audio industry for some sixty
years, starting in London’s recording studios working with artists such as Roger
Daltrey and Pete Townshend of ‘The Who’, and Dusty Springfield. He designed
electronics, recording equipment and produced audio. He commercially developed
Airsound with his son, Dan Fletcher, who today is the CEO of Orbitsound.

“Over the years, we have been refining and improving all aspects of our
loudspeaker designs, constantly working to create even more realistic sound from
practical sized loudspeakers. The Dock E30 leverages our latest work in acoustics;
achieving unbelievable bass from a small box and superb clean spatial sound from
our patented Airsound technology. Together with new high performance wireless
technologies for Bluetooth and WiFi, our ‘Dock’ is a device that I am extremely
proud to have created, and am looking forwards to using every day.”
- Dan Fletcher

The Dock can stream audio via Bluetooth with aptX or directly with Wi-Fi and
supports multi room playback with compatible speakers via the recently launched
Orbitsound app. This app features Spotify connect and TuneIn radio, alongside a
range of leading music streaming services to make playback enjoyment as simple
as possible.
The Dock features AUX inputs on 3.5mm and optical digital. Focused on being an
audio solution first, the Dock delivers strong, crystal clear and spacious sound on
its own, but can be boosted in frequency response and power by adding the S4
wireless subwoofer for a bigger audio experience and higher volume levels. The
Dock is available in black, white or bamboo, and comes with a detachable magnetic
grille and remote control.
The Dock E30 has been designed with acoustics first. It was carefully crafted and
optimised to provide the best possible sound for its size. The innovative design
makes the product the perfect addition for any home and for anyone who really
wants to experience the true power of audio.

The DOCK E30 is available in
black, white & bamboo.

RRP: £399.99
The SUB S4 is available in black.

RRP: £299.99

